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SUZOHAPP presents Next-Generation in Cash Management Technology at EuroCis

SUZOHAPP is excited to exhibit again at EuroCis, the leading trade fair for Retail Technology, which will take place in Düsseldorf, Germany between February 27 and March 1. Visitors are invited to the SUZOHAPP Stand (Hall 10, Booth E42) to see its wide array of cash management solutions and components.

Cash is still one of the most common payment methods, especially in Europe, which requires retailers to find a way to handle it efficiently. At this year’s EuroCis, SUZOHAPP will present its CashComplete™ product range, the right solution to transform cash handling into a completely automated process. CashComplete™ solutions are scalable and deliver several advantages, such as reducing working capital, improving productivity and increasing efficiency. They can be tailored to retailers’ exact needs.

At this year’s EuroCis, SUZOHAPP will launch two innovative CashComplete™ solutions:

- **CashComplete™ SDS-35**, a Smart Deposit Solution which represents a cost-effective method of optimizing the cash deposit process during point of sale and back office operations, helping prevent till shrinkage and giving multiple levels of additional security.
- **CashComplete™ RCS-400 2.2**, a Recycling Cash Solution which now comes with a flexible system for different tills.

SUZOHAPP will also unveil the **CashComplete™ SPS-700 & SPS-800**, the next-generation Smart POS Solutions. These soon-to-be released solutions leverage best-in-class technology from the currently successful CashComplete™ SPS-500 & SPS-600, recycling note & coin systems that have become the benchmark for complete POS automation, securing cash and reducing counterfeits in the check-out lanes.

Furthermore, visitors will learn more about the **CashComplete™ Connect** software, a revolutionary platform which allows you to fully monitor your cash and generate accurate reporting for complete visibility of the cash cycle. The combination of this software intelligence and leading processing technologies elevates your cash management operations.

Additional products showcased at the SUZOHAPP stand will be the CashComplete™ SDS-750 note deposit system, the SCAN COIN desktop solutions and a rich selection of cash handling equipment, such as coin hoppers and validators, bill recyclers and printers.

“Retailers spend a significant amount of time dealing with cash. Our solutions streamline cash processes, allowing retailers to focus more on their business instead of cash management,” stated Vincent Saubaber, Executive Vice President of Retail & Transportation Sales EMEA. “Please visit us at EuroCis to see how we can take your cash management to the next level!”